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According to the Lowd in-Watson-Crick mechanism of point mutation the mutation key is
the change of proton position connecting nucleotides (A and T, G and C) during the untwisting
double DNA spirals. The proton can stay in its deep potential well (well 1) or transfer into the
neighbor shallow well (well 2) realizing the tautomer configuration. The kinetics of proton
transfer from the well 1 into the well 2 has the form of
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Here nx is the occupation number of the well 1, COl2 is the probability of proton transition from

the well 1 into the well 2, <2?2i i
s t n e probability of proton transfer from the well 2 into the well

1. Solving the equation at initial conditions of t0 = 0, », = 1 with accounting two mechanisms of
proton transition by tunneling from one stationary level into the another one (Kagan-Maksimov
and Andreev-Meyerovich mechanisms) [2], we receive the following expression
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Here A is the transfer integral of hydrogen atom, 0D is the Debye temperature of DNA, T

is the temperature, ha) is the energy between oscillation levels of neighbor potential wells.
Accounting the dependence of transfer integral from the replicon untwisting rate we can receive
the following expression for the probability of initial mutation
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> Y is the material constant and it is proportional to the de Boer

parameter of hydrogen atom in DNA, % is the geometric factor connecting the distance between
wells at different degrees of spiral untwisting with replicon displacement.

In result of analysis of this expression we can write the following formula for maximum
mutation probability (MMP)
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The dependence of MMP on the replicon rate v has the form
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The mutation probability increases evenly from 0 to lA with temperature increasing. This is
explicable result as at high temperatures the depth difference of potential wells vanishes.

The factor of SHF influence on the process of point mutation formation in DNA is heat
liberation. The temperature increasing in unit volume in dielectric is defined by the following
formula
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Here E is the electromagnetic field strength, f is the characterized frequency of
electromagnetic field, g is the material density, C is the specific heat, s" is the imagine part of
medium dielectric constant, A7" — T — To (To is the SNA temperature before irradiation). At

other types of irradiation (neutrons, ion beam) AT is calculated by thermal spike formulas (0-
spike).
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The aluminum layer on the surface of titanium alloy has been formed by thermal
deposition. The structural formation of aluminide phases on the surface has been studied. The
sequence of structural transformations at the Ti/Al interface is limited by the reaction temperature
and time. The sequence of aluminide phase formation is occurred in compliance with Ti-Al
equilibrium phase diagram. At the initial stages at the Ti/Al interface the A13Ti alloy starts
forming as a result of interdiffusion, and gradually the whole aluminum films is spent on the
formation of this layer. The A13Ti layer decomposes with the increase of temperature (>600C).
At 800C the two-phase (Ti3Al+TiAl) layer is formed on the titanium surface. The TiAl
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